
Virtual Team Building Activities and the benefits
 

If you're in a virtual environment, you can benefit from a variety of team-building activities.

Show and Tell and Scavenger hunts are two great activities for virtually creating a cohesive

team. Here are the benefits of each. Read on to learn more about each. Listed below are

some of the advantages of virtual team building activities. While completing an online quiz,

remember that the results aren't always real-world-related. 

 

Show and Tell 

A good way to foster teamwork in a virtual environment is by holding Show and Tell activities.

This activity allows team members to showcase their unique skills and talents to the rest of

the team. It is a fun way to get to know one another outside of the office environment and

fosters communication. Show and Tell activities can be conducted in a workshop setting or a

virtual team meeting. To maximize its benefits, choose activities that can involve the entire

team. 

 

For example, in a virtual team, the Show and Tell activity involves new employees creating a

presentation about themselves and answering questions about their personal lives. The

company should send the list of questions ahead of time so employees can be prepared.

This activity can be a great ice-breaker, as new employees tend to be shy and nervous

around others. It's a great way to boost camaraderie in a virtual team and develop a sense of

teamwork. 

 

Show and Tell activities can be held virtually to promote trust and improve morale. People

are likely to connect more and become more engaged if they feel like their contributions are

appreciated. The activity typically costs no more than $25 per person. Team members will

learn more about each other, as well as their teammates. The best part is that it's a quick and

easy way to promote productivity and boost morale. It's also a great way to improve morale

and teamwork. 

 

Teambuilding events are great for bringing teams together, and can include bingo,

personality testing, and more. These events are usually hosted by a comedian over Zoom

and last for 60 to 90 minutes. You can also hold weekly pulse surveys over Zoom to gauge

how happy your team is with the company, and determine if any issues may arise in staff

retention. Regardless of your team size, this type of activity can be a fun and engaging way

to keep in touch with your team. 

 

Scavenger hunt 

If your team works virtually, you might consider incorporating a scavenger hunt into your

team-building program. This kind of game encourages teamwork by making everyone

compete against each other. There are several ways to conduct virtual scavenger hunts.

They can be app-based, in-home, or even in the office. Here are some tips to help you

design a good virtual scavenger hunt. 

 



Unlike other team-building activities, scavenger hunts offer an unusual environment for your

team members to interact. The activity puts people out of their comfort zones, which naturally

leads to more fun and engaging conversations. It also forces team members to work together

to solve a puzzle, which builds trust and unity. Even those who work in a small team can

build bonds through scavenger hunts. 

 

Whether your team is working remotely or in an office, a scavenger hunt is an excellent way

to get everyone up and moving. It also decreases distance for remote workers, so everyone

can participate without sacrificing productivity. And best of all, scavenger hunts are fun and

provide employees with a fun break from the grind of work. With these benefits, it is no

wonder that more companies are choosing virtual team building activities . 

 

Organizing a scavenger hunt is easy. There are many different types of scavenger hunts.

Some of them require team members to complete trivia questions, while others are based on

video or picture challenges. Some missions require team members to stack toilet paper into a

giant pyramid or take a photo of a person surfing on an ironing board. Other missions require

them to take a picture of different letter shapes and combine them to spell out a word. The

goal is to complete the mission as quickly as possible. The goal is to earn as many points as

possible, so you should make sure you have enough time to set aside for this activity. 

 

If you're a remote worker, consider using a desk scavenger hunt to build camaraderie. While

it might seem like an oxymoron, a scavenger hunt is a fun and effective ice-breaker. It's the

perfect way to build a sense of camaraderie, boost communication, and reduce conflict. You

can also create a scavenger hunt that's tailored to the needs of your team.
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